Proudly owned by the farmers and ranchers of the
Brazos Valley since 1943.

Rezilon for Grassbur
Control
Rezilon requires a split-application for grassbur
control. The first application should have been
applied in mid-February at 3 oz/acre. We would
like the second application to go out within the
the next 10 to 20 days. For hay fields, ideally
after your first hay cutting. This second
application will push the residual from the first
application further in to the season. If emerged
grassburs are noticed, a 1 ounce addition of
Pastora to the tank of Rezilon will help knock
down those tender burrs.
Reminders:
If you plan to overseed ryegrass in the fall, Rezilon CANNOT be used.
Do NOT exceed 6 oz/acre of Rezilon in a 12-month period with sequential applications.
Grassburs require a split application. 3 oz/acre by mid-February and 3 oz/acre by the end
of May.
When Rezilon is applied at a rate greater than 3 oz/acre, hay may not be harvested until
40 days after the application.
Key weeds controlled: Grassburs, Crabgrass, Ryegrass, Goosegrass and Annual Foxtails.
Call Producers for any questions or tailored options for specific weed & management
situations.
979-778-6000

High Quality Feed from High
Quality Ingredients
Producers high-quality feed is made possible by
sourcing high-quality ingredients. Each ingredient is
sampled and analyzed to ensure quality and safety. Our
feed division recently installed an automatic grain probe
to help obtain those samples across the depth of the bulk trailer.
Here at Producers excellence comes standard and it all starts in our Feed Mill Lab. Our
certified lab technicians are dedicated to ensuring all products-incoming and outgoing,
bulk or bagged, are of the highest quality. We have implemented various types of
advanced technology to ensure the safety and quality of all feedstuffs. Producers views
feed safety with the utmost importance and we dedicate ourselves every day to creating
a product that our customers can be confident in.

Show Team Awards
If you're a 4-H or FFA youth exhibiting livestock in the Brazos
Valley and purchase show feeds and supplies from Producers
then our Show Team is for you! Producers has been committed
to supporting youth and their efforts since 1943. Our Show
Team program is designed to reward their hard work and
commitment. A fresh order of county awards have arrived and
majors are on the way! If you have won a market county show
or a major show, be sure to register for the Producers Show
Team and verify your win!
Contact Show Team coordinator, Ashley Carraway, for any
questions. 979-778-2864

From The Ground Up
From The Ground Up educates our friends and neighbors in the Brazos Valley about
agriculture and its impact on their everyday lives. Be sure to watch our weekly televised
segment at approximately 6:15 am on Thursdays or during the Saturday 6 o'clock
evening news on KBTX-TV 3, Bryan-College Station's CBS affiliate.
This weeks From The Ground Up segment covers the demand for beef and the high input
costs involved with production with Mr. Pete Scarmardo.
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